## Justification for the Introducing /replacing the Course : Expansion of the course

### Name of the Course
Science and Life

### Course Code
GRSE 102

### Number of Credits
03

### Degree Programme
Bachelor of Arts General (External) Degree

### Core/Optional Course
Core

### Prerequisites
None

### Aim of the Course
This course analyzes aspects of ancient Greek and Roman life, science and culture from social, economic, cultural etc perspectives, and assesses their relevance to life and science in the contemporary world.

### Intended learning outcomes
To be able to identify, evaluate, compare and contrast the socio-economic aspects of life of the ancient Greeks and Romans with those of modern societies.

### Number of Hours
Lectures - 45

### Course Content:
This course offers an introduction to the science and life of the ancient Greeks and Romans through the study of topics such as the following:

- travel and commerce    athletic games and events
- warfare and weaponry   Roman gladiatorial shows and events
- slaves and slavery     education
- status and life of women religion
- Greek medicine         sacrifice and divination
- Greek oracles and modes of consultation
- concepts of afterlife

### Assessment Scheme
i. Time of Assessment - End of the year
ii. Assessment Methods - Written examination
iii. Assigned Percentage of Marks for each Component: 100%

### Recommended Reading